Status: 11.04.2018

Wednesday, 11th April
Arrival

Thursday, 12th April

08:45 – 09:00 Welcome + Introduction  
09:00 – 09:15 Summary of former SAB recommendations and related reaction at the IoP 
09:15 – 09:30 Fine tuning of the program 
09:30 – 10:00 Coffee  
10:00 – 10:30 Short presentation of the IoP open for all  
10:30 – 12:00 Summary of former SAB recommendations and related reaction at the IoP  
12:00 -12:30 SAB selected topic  
12.30 – 13:30 Lunch  
13:30 – 14:30 Atomic, Molecular and Optical Sciences (presentation of strategy + discussion)  
14:30 – 15:30 Condensed Matter and Applied Physics (presentation of strategy + discussion)  
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee  
16:00 – 17:00 Particles, Fields and Cosmos (presentation of strategy + discussion)  
17:00 – 17:45 Relation with external institutes + Teaching at IoP; Master of Science: (i) Physics and (ii) Applied Physics (presentation of strategy + discussion)  
17:45 – 19:15 Poster Session (high-rise foyer and 1st floor) open for all  
19:15 – 19:45 SAB  
20:00 Dinner at Peterhofkeller  

Friday, 13th April

Closed Sessions

08:30 – 09:00 PhD students – discussion  
09:00 – 09:30 PostDocs - discussion  
09:30 – 10:00 PostDocs - discussion  
10:00 – 10:15 Coffee  
10:15 – 10:45 BSc/MSc students - discussion  
10:45 – 11:15 mid-level faculty PIs - discussion  
11:15 – 11:45 fully tenured faculty PIs - discussion  
11:45 – 12:15 members of external institutes - discussion  
12:15 – 12:30 administration + employees of the IoP - discussion  
12.30 – 13:30 Lunch  
13:30 – 14:30 SAB selected target group  
14:30 – 15:15 SAB + PIs  
15:15 – 15:45 SAB + Rectorate